
INTRADEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE 

November 13, 2020   

1.0 

 

TO:  The Honorable Board of Police Commissioners 

 

FROM:  Inspector General, Police Commission 

 

SUBJECT:  PUBLIC FEEDBACK ON THE OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL’S 
REVIEW OF STOPS CONDUCTED BY THE LOS ANGELES POLICE 
DEPARTMENT IN 2019  

 

DISCUSSION 

On October 27, 2020, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) presented its “Review of Stops 
Conducted by the Los Angeles Police Department in 2019” to the Board of Police Commissioners 
(BOPC).  As mentioned during that meeting, from October 27 to November 10 the public was 
invited to submit comments and questions about the report via email.  The OIG has compiled the 
responses received from the public, and the breakdown is as follows: 
 
The OIG received a total of 48 emails. 
 

• Of the 48 emails received: 
o 9 (18%) contained unique written content. 
o 6 (13%) contained the same written content. 
o 33 (69%) contained the same written content, along with additional comments. 

 
• All of the emails received are provided as addenda, for review by the BOPC and the public.  

I am available to provide any further information the Board may require.  

 

 

MARK P. SMITH 
Inspector General 
Police Commission  
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November 1010, 2020

Los Angeles Board of Police Commissioners
100 West First Street, Suite 134
Los Angeles, California 90012

Commissioner President Eileen Decker
Commissioner Vice President Shane Murphy Goldsmith
Commissioner Maria Lou Calanche
Commissioner Steven Soboroff
Commissioner Dale Bonner

Dear Commissioners:

We write with deep concern about the recent report by the Office of the Inspector General on the 


Both reports highlight the gross abuse of power by the LAPD and the failure of the LA Police 
Commission to uphold and uplift the safety and best interest of Angelenos especially members of the 
Black community.

The Annual Complaint report shows 734 allegations of biased policing in 2019 with 68% complaints 
filed by members of the Black community.  LAPD responded by sustaining ZERO of these complaints. 
Upon review of 10 years data of allegations of biased policing from 2010-2019, we found 4862 


appeal to investigate racial profiling is deeply concerning and problematic. The message from LAPD is 
very clear  Racial profiling is part of regular LAPD policing tactics.

What makes it even more problematic is looking at Biased policing complaints in light of the 2019 
report on stops conducted by the LAPD. Both reports represent varied forms of contact with LAPD 
officers. The data reports over 712,000 stops. The racial breakdown shows an overwhelming majority 
of Black and Brown community members stopped with a 3:1 disparate impact on the Black 
community. Factoring in 734 allegations of biased policing, it is absurd to even assume that 0.0013% 
claims of racial profiling and bias are false when compared to over 712,000 stops or points of contact.



Furthermore Black people were searched 5 times more than White people; were ordered out of the car 
4 times more than White people; were handcuffed 5 times more than White people; had Tasers used on 
them 3 times more than White people; and guns pulled out 5 times more than White people. These 
numbers clearly highlight the predatory nature of LAPD policing that feeds off the dehumanization and 
profiling of Black people.  Yet any complaint of racial profiling and biased policing is rejected as 
untrue.   
 
Additionally, the OIG report shows numerous pretextual and discriminatory stops conducted by the 
Metro unit. Citywide, 40% of people stopped by Metro unit were Black compared to 4% White. Even 
in areas with larger Black populations, the disparities were even more extreme. For example, Black 
people make 15% of Central area but 49% of stops by Metro Unit. Several studies and analysis of 
pretextual stops have exposed the inherent bias and profiling rooted in this form of enforcement.  The 
Metro unit has a long history of racial profiling, false reporting, and conspiracies.   
 
In closing we strongly reject the bogus assertion that complaints of racial profiling and biased policing 
are lies and deeply concerned about the continuing pattern and practice of predatory policing of the 
Black community. We demand the: 
 

 Immediate end to the practice of pretextual stops; 
 Immediate dismantlement of the Metro Unit; 
 Immediate end to Data Driven Policing and all use of risk assessments and algorithms. 

 
We look forward to the commission taking these steps with immediate effect.    
 
 
Thank you. 
 
Black Lives Matter  LA 
Stop LAPD Spying Coalition 
White People for Black Lives 
 
Cc:  
Mark Smith  Inspector General, Los Angeles Police Department  
Eric Garcetti  Mayor, City of Los Angeles  
Ana Guerrero - Chief of Staff, Mayor of Los Angeles  
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1910 W. Sunset Boulevard  Suite 800  Los Angeles CA 90026  213.404.0124 
www.urbanpeaceinstitute.org  

 

 
  
 

MEMORANDUM 
 
 
To: Los Angeles Police Commission 
From: Fernando Rejón, Executive Director 
Date:  November 10, 2020 
Re:  Comments on OIG LAPD Stops Report 
 
We appreciate the submission of the Office of the Inspector General’s report titled, Review of Stops Conducted by 
LAPD in 2019, which detailed the disparities associated with the practice of pretextual stops of LA’s residents.  
We call for an end to pre-textual stops that adversely impact and perpetuate the criminalization of people of 
color. We know that the enforcement of laws via use of aggressive policing tactics does not generate long-term 
public safety or trust.  
 
Upon review of the OIG report on LAPD stops, the racial disparities are plainly obvious which reinforces what 
we have already known working in LA’s most impacted communities.   The report found that only 2% of the 
reviewed stops resulted in arrest or retrieval of a firearm which counters the law enforcement narrative that 
pretextual stops lead to “getting guns and violent predators off the street.”  We believe this report has debunked 
that myth.  We do know that overbroad and aggressive policing strategies are counterproductive to building 
public trust and further marginalize communities of color. 

What is needed, now more than ever, are proactive and transparent steps towards transformation of the 
department which should include measurements that indicate substantial changes in departmental incentives, 
policies, and practices that translate into increased public trust and demonstrated declines in disparate impacts 
on people of color. More importantly, the culture and mission of American policing needs to change.  We 
believe the core mission of the CSP Bureau should be to lead the cultural shift in policing from “us versus 
them” to guardian and public trust policing.   

In addition, what transformation requires is a commitment from this department to acknowledge and declare 
that their mission includes a goal of ending the over-reliance on police for safety.  That means investing in 
communities, inviting community-led accountability, and recognizing community leadership around safety 
strategies.  The LAPD must develop measurable outcomes that indicate minimization of disparate impacts on 
residents of color in Los Angeles and support community-led alternatives to safety.   Indicators of change: 

1. Work with independent a community-based research group to measure community perception of 
safety and trust in LAPD; demonstrate increased community perception of trust and safety in 
communities of color. 

2. Demonstrate a decline in unnecessary police contact with youth and people of color for minor 
infractions or probable suspicion. 

3. End the use overbroad and aggressive policing tactics; demonstrate a decline in youth arrests. 
4. Measure and increase the number of individuals referred to services as part of pre-arrest diversion 

efforts in traditionally over-policed areas of the city. 
5. Increase availability and accuracy of data regarding stops, use of surveillance, big data policing, 

citations, and arrests. 

http://www.urbanpeaceinstitute.org/


 
 

 

6. Demonstrate public advocacy for funding  and support for increased investment in community-led 
alternatives to public safety such as gang intervention, community health workers, homeless outreach, 
safe passage workers, and mental health first responders. 

 


